
 

 

For our International Design Team at our Headquarter in Huenenberg / ZG, we are 

looking for a smart and creative professional as  

ODLO –  

ENGINEERS OF  

ACTVE LAYERS 

 
Born in Norway and 

engineered in Switzerland, 

Odlo offers performance 

sportswear across 6 

categories: functional 

sport underwear, running, 

training, cycling, Nordic 

disciplines and outdoor.  

 

With more than 70 years of 

heritage, Odlo, the 

inventor of performance 

sports underwear and the 

three-layer principle, 

continues to innovate, 

always making sure that it 

stays one step ahead, and 

is distributed in over 35 

countries.  

 

As a full-year performance 

brand, Odlo also shows 

strong commitment 

towards social and 

environmental 

sustainability, and is proud 

of its leader status at the 

Fair Wear Foundation.   

 

Odlo International AG | Barbara | Human Resources 

Bösch 47 | 6331 Hünenberg | Switzerland  

recruiting@odlo.com 

In this position, you will be working closely with our lead graphic designer 
in producing creative prints across all categories in Odlo. This will be a 

hands-on role requiring excellent technical & organizational skills. 

If you’re a person who likes to be challenged within a fun team then this 

would be the perfect environment for you to show your creativity.  

 

Your Tasks: 
- Creating original graphic and textile designs across different product 

types and categories 

- Researching new trends and preparing concepts, mood boards and 

presentations 

- Presenting trend research and designs to cross-functional teams 

- Supporting the design team in day to day tasks 

- Assisting the team with the coloration process 
- Preparing graphic artworks for handovers and print production  

 

Your Profile: 

- BA qualification of Graphic Design/Illustration or Textile/Fashion Design 

- A background in a similar design role 

- Creative and visionary with a passion for design 

- Ability to apply and perform graphic design skills, including 
drawing/sketching and typography 

- Strong sense of trend awareness with a creative eye to translate into 

commercial designs 

- Excellent color skills and experience of textile printing techniques 

- A sound understanding of repeats, use of screens and placements  

- Good communication and presentation skills 
- Ability to work with cross-functional teams and handle multiple tasks 

- Positive, enthusiastic, structured and self-motivated 

- Ability to work in a fast-paced environment 

- Proficiency in Adobe Creative Suite and fluent English skills 

 

Please submit your application, in English, consisting of your CV, cover 

letter and digital portfolio in a PDF format (max.5 MB). CVs without 
accompanying relevant artwork will not be considered 

Junior Graphic / Print Designer 


